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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
TRADITIONAL CHINESE LANDSCAPE PAINTING
Early Chinese landscape painting appeared in the 4th Century as a background setting
of nature for the representation of the figure in the foreground, eg. Nymph of the Luo
River by Gu Kaizhi (顧愷之, 348–409).
It matured in the Tang Dynasty (spanning the 7th to 10th centuries) with the two
following important schools:
(1) The Blue and Green Landscape (⻘青綠⼭山⽔水), represented by the works of the court
painter Li Sixun (李李思訓, 653–718), and his son Li Zhaodao (李李昭道, fl. early 8th c.).
Those painters chose to paint in mineral colours of blue and green in a highly
decorative and meticulous manner. Artists of this school include Gu Kaizhi (顧愷之, 348–
409) and Zhan Ziqian (展⼦子虔, ca. 550–604).
(2) The Monochrome ink landscape, which is represented by the poet-painter Wang
Wei (王維, 701–761), painted in a more spontaneous technique called Pomo (broken
ink), using various shades of ink strokes.
By the late Tang Dynasty, as the Dynasty was disintegrating, the poets and painters of
the time, some of whom were high officials in the Imperial Court, having become
disillusioned by the realities of the political power, were attracted by the power and
energy of nature to become devoted to landscape painting, thus helping them in their
search for the universal longing of cultivated men to escape by living and working with
nature, developing a permanence within the natural world and retreating into the
mountains to find a sanctuary from the chaos prevalent at the end of the Dynasty.
In the following Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127), painters led by the great poet Su
Shi (蘇軾) theorized the revolutionary idea of landscape painting that it was not a
representation but an expression, evoking in viewers the feelings of not just going
through the scenes of nature but revealing the artists' own personal fields of mind and
heart.

CONTEMPORARY CHINESE LANDSCAPE PAINTING
Drawing closer to more recent times, by the 1920s, young Chinese artists were attracted
to Europe, particularly to art centres in Paris and Berlin.
More renowned amongst them include Xu Beihong (徐悲鴻, 1895–1953), painted in oils
in a conventional salon style and after his return from Europe he continued to paint with
a touch of Western realism. Liu Haisu (劉劉海海粟, 1896–1994), became devoted to PostImpressionism and Lin Fengmian (林林⾵風眠, 1900–1991), became a follower of Matisse.
In the post Second World War years, Chinese art students who were attracted to
Europe/Paris include Zhao Wuji (Zao Wou-Ki, 1920–2013), Zhu Dechun (Chu Teh-Chun,
1920–2014), and Wu Guanzhong (1919–2010).
Both Zhao Wuji and Zhu Dechun settled in Paris and painted with free calligraphic
strokes in oils and acrylics, suggesting their Chinese landscape origins.
Wu Guanzhong after five years in Paris returned to Beijing in 1951 to teach at the Central
Academy. In 1992, he became the first living Chinese artist to have a solo exhibition at
the British Museum in London.
One could appreciate that the contemporary Chinese landscape painting of the last
hundred years presents an all-round picture of the tensions between old ideas and new,
native styles and foreign, that are shaping modern China. While the Chinese landscape
has been transformed by millennia of human occupation, Chinese artistic expression has
also been deeply influenced by images of the natural world. Viewing Chinese landscape
paintings, it is clear that the nature depicted are not only representations of the external
world but are expressions of the mind and heart of the individual artists, cultivating
landscapes that embody the culture and cultivation of their masters
Following the footsteps of the contemporary Chinese art students attracted to Europe/
Germany is Chen Xin, our Artist in Residence 2019 at Bei Wu, with his exhibition at our
Opening Events 2019, titled:
Collision & Harmony - when Chinese Landscape
Painting meets the Abstract
Chen Xin was born in 1972 in Beijing, China. He studied traditional Chinese painting at
an early age. From 1992 to 1996, Chen Xin studied oil painting in the Department of
Fine Arts Education, Hainan University. From 2001 to 2006, Chen Xin studied in
Germany and was admitted to the liberal arts department of Akademie Der Bildenden
Künste München. He graduated with a Master degree in 2006 and returned to China in
the same year. Since 2006, Chen Xin has been living and creating his artworks in Beijing.
From 1999, Chen Xin has been more concerned about the spirit and desire of
contemporary people, developing this concept as his theme of abstract painting.

Art critics divide Chen Xin's 20 year creative process into the study period (2000-2006),
the Dream Period (2006-2009), the Desire Period (2010-2011), the Soul Period
(2012-2015), and the Refinement Period (2015-Now).

Various exhibitions on Chen Xin's artworks include the followings:

Ausstellung (Auswahl):
2017 40x Junge Kunst aus China Kommunale Galerie(Berlin, Deutschland)
2016 Ostasien Kulturhauptstadt Austausch Ausstellung, Yamato Wenhua Pavilion,
( Nara, Japan)
2013 Kunst Crossover Ausstellung, jetzt Kunstmuseum (Peking, China)
2009-2010 "Chinesisch-Deutsche Kunstaustauschausstellung - Dialog 3 Konstruktion
und Dekonstruktion von Missverständnissen" (Deutschland - China)

Auszeichnung:
Who is Publisher Prize (Palm Art Award 2015, Deutschland)

Sammlung:
Red Bull Gruppe
ASICS
GeKA
Der CEO von Beijing Benz Automotive
Botschafter der Schweiz in China

Markenkooperation:
Mercedes-Benz EVISU Carl F. Bucherer BORGWARD
Red Bull Gruppe
Markenkatalog;
2014 BAZAAR Oct.(Chinesische Version)
2016 Robb Report Dec. Katalogabdeckung (Chen Xin x Carl F. Bucherer x Robb
Report)(Chinesische Version)
2017 BAZAAR Oct.(Chinesische Version)
2018 BAZAAR Nov.(Chinesische Version)
by Peter W. Thompson

Chapter 2

Artist Statements on the exhibited artworks

Chen Xin
The following eight works belong to Chen Xin’s works of the Soul Period (2012-2015).
Since 2012, Chen Xin’s concern and artistic expression have changed from the desire to
the human soul (spirit). His landscape views, which are personal feelings, including three
literature expressions, ie: direct description, analogy and association, are all showing the
joys and sorrows of modern people generally and indicatively, these kinds of emotional
expression are full of characteristics of Chinese culture.
As an abstract expressionist artist, Chen Xin has learnt a lot from Chinese aesthetics in
recent years. Since 2012, he tried to create his personal style landscapes based on his
learning, at the same time, his creation of the images are back to the pixelated state,
"objects" situation. Essentially, his landscapes contain no specific subject, nature,
human, or otherwise, they are just a "medium" in his eyes, which are no longer
mountains or human beings, but a modern emotion and spiritual symbol of oriental
sensibility.
Chen Xin is not only creating his own works, but also communicating with those ancient
artists and writers spiritually, every artist is the contemporary artist of his or her era, it is
the same both for ancient and modern times.

Chen Xin
(Taihu Stone in the
Evening) Oil on
Canvas 160x120cm
2012

Chen Xin
(The Shape Of The
Mountains No.34) Oil
on Canvas
100x150cm 2013

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.1) Oil
on Canvas 30x25cm
2012

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.2)
Oil on Canvas
50x35cm 2012

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.4)
Oil on Canvas
30x24cm 2012

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.6)
Oil on Canvas
22x16cm 2012

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.9)
Oil on Canvas
75x25cm 2012

Chen Xin
(Sad Spring No.10)
Oil on Canvas
75x25cm
2012

The following eight works belong to Chen Xin’s works of the Refinement Period (2015Now).

Chen Xin is an artist with the background of studying in Germany, and deeply
influenced by Chinese culture. His creations combine Oriental and Western art and
culture, inheriting ancient art and wisdom. Taking the Shanshui (mountains and rivers)
and the fan in the eastern culture as the abstract exploration path, he re-deconstructs,
reestablishes and transforms the traditional aesthetic conception such as " The Shape of
the Mountains ", "Qi Ge" and so on in the present time. Since 2011, in addition to the oil
painting, print, and installation art, he has studied and sorted out China’s fan culture in
an attempt to develop its evolution. From 2015, he has created the “Shape of the
Mountains”, “Style + Form”, “Chasing in the Mortal World”, “Qi Ge”, “Shanshui” series
folding fan, round silk fan, Kesi work. He used oil paint, acrylic paint, watercolor, mineral
pigments, gold & silver foil and other comprehensive materials to create his own
scenery. Chen Xin also made use of folding characteristics of the folding fan to create a
two-dimensional stereoscopic visual effect that could not be achieved on the plane
canvas, and the picture could be changed at random, opening and closing. He turned
the painting into a device by folding fans. The movable device represents the idea of a
movable landscape that can directly effect our lives. A fan that we can carry, not only can
bring a cool breeze, but also can express the temperament of a Chinese gentleman.

Chen Xin
(The Shape Of
The Mountains
20180508)
Oil on Canvas
150x200cm
2018

Chen Xin
(The Shape Of
The Mountians
20180915)
Oil on Canvas
90x90cm 2018

by Chen Xin

Chen Xin
(SHANSHUI - Rice
Paper02) Rice
paper print
60x60cm(Frame73
x73x5cm ) Edition
Number:60 2018

Chen Xin
(SHANSHUI No. 8)
Fine Art Limited
Edition Giclée Prints
60x60cm (Frame
83x83x6cm)-2019

Chen Xin(Shan shui
2018030) Kesi &
Mixed material
26x34 cm Handle:
31cm 2018

Chen Xin (Shan shui
20180502) Kesi &
Mixed material
26x34 cm Handle:
31cm 2018

Chen Xin (Shan
Shui20180705-081
2) Kesi & Mixed
material 175x31cm
Frame 200x90cm
2018

Chen Xin (Shan Shui
20181005-1120)
Kesi & Mixed
material 175x31cm
Frame 200x90cm
2018

Chapter 3
Trends of Contemporary Chinese Landscape Painting
Chinese landscape painting has experienced more than 1,700 years of developments.
In the past 100 years since the beginning of the 20th century, with the frequent
exchanges between East and West cultures and the study and creation by overseas
students such as Chen Xin, the creative environment of landscape painting has changed
greatly in today’s China. It becomes more pluralistic in content and form. This change is
reflected in three trends: the first is that the creation of traditional landscape paintings
will still be preserved and inherited; the second is the combination of East and West
painting methods and ideas of landscape painting works; the third is that in addition to
painting, through other forms of contemporary art creation, such as sculptures,
installations, photographs, multimedia, etc., to create works reflecting the Chinese
landscape painting behind the “integration of nature and human” philosophy.
by Chen Xin

